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Features Key:

10 new mission
New scenario for War: Chronicles mission mode, entitled "The Battle for Yan Province"
War: Chronicles scenario Mode: "The Battle for Yan Province", an expansion to the popular scenario mode of War: Chronicles, with new languages and new content
"The Battle for Yan Province" scenario: Wanghai and a large contingent of the Southern faction's militia led by General Sun seeks to conquer Yan Province, which is occupied by Northern forces. To face the threat, General Sun has secretly sent military assets from his own home province, Shang Province. The Northern
forces are led by General Wei and his advisor, Bao Xueshi.
"The Battle for Yan Province" scenario: At the start of battle, we can see that Wanghai and his militia have already occupied Yan Province. The battles against each of the other factions is fierce, and you will have to fight, exploit both sides weaknesses and change your strategies.
"The Battle for Yan Province" scenario: New assets such as mobile SAMS, mobile Kinetic SAM units and defenses of the Kuang River, in addition to the tanks and anti-aircrafts from the original War: Chronicles.
"The Battle for Yan Province" rules:

New "Build Vitality" and "Rally Forces" actions
Full Single/Multiplayer support (not only singleplayer); Warmage, Elf and Hero Mk II Support
New maps
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What's new in RTK14 EP: Scenario For War Chronicles Mode - 5th Wave: Quot;The Battle For Yan Province Quot;:

GameTyrant.com - Nov 23, 2018 This is the most action-packed and exciting scenario, yet most intense scenario of War Chronicles Mode, "The Battle for Yan Province", where on the heart of Yan Province,
General Valera and his soldiers fight back against the invading Zhang troops. As of the 5th Wave, here, we will introduce the last two scenarios of the Battle for Yan Province before the grand finale, "The
Great Revolution", where together, Valera and his supporters, also including Huangzhou and Thule factions, fight back against the oppressive occupying forces from the big brother and will make a stand to
reclaim their original Yan Province. With a huge battlefield covered in snow, and only signals as passages for communications, Valera and his heroes, with the help of Grandmaster Zun Tian and his minions,
try to hold on in the final weeks before the final defeat of the Zhang Empire. The weather is bitterly cold. The Zhang Empire forces have surrounded the city and are prepared to end Valera’s rebellion once
and for all. Meanwhile, in the deep south, it seems that the rebellion has been crushed with no word of a rebellion. In a last-ditch effort to save his people and preserve his legacy, Valera formulates a
desperate plan, which involves the sacrifice of his loyal beloved friends and family. The plan is to strike the final blow to the Zhang empire. If he does then there will still be some hope in this dying world With
the advent of this grand campaign, the Chinese version of War Chronicles will lose some of its previous free-form play of the first 4 wars, including Strategic Movement phase and stat skills, and up to 7
heroes could be selected from the plethora of fallen heroes across the different eras of the map. In addition, Hero Slots and Gold respectively become limited and require additional application of a hero bribe
or transaction to obtain. In addition, the same in-game map will be used for each empire, even though you can zoom out to 180 km from the current map range. Role of the player heroes could also be limited
to 7 heroes in this battle of the last empire. But keep in mind that even with 7 heroes, you will need to utilize all the powers that your own heroes have to win the battle. Because heroes are not free
throughout the entire game and usually cost a lot of gold. Therefore, hero selection
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How To Install and Crack RTK14 EP: Scenario For War Chronicles Mode - 5th Wave: Quot;The Battle For Yan Province Quot;:

Download Game and Install it
Run the "patch.reg"
If Playable

Click on "Start" and at the bottom you will see a button "I", it will open a black browser, you can type "update.exe (Win XP)
Go to folder and run/double click on "update.exe" file and copy patch and paste to IDM folder

Run the "Reg"
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System Requirements For RTK14 EP: Scenario For War Chronicles Mode - 5th Wave: Quot;The Battle For Yan Province Quot;:

* Windows XP/Vista/7/8 * GPU: NVIDIA Geforce 9600 GT or ATI Radeon HD3470 * RAM: 1 GB * Disc space: 100 MB * DirectX 8.1 or later * Menu Language: English * Language: English * Input: Keyboard * Sound: DirectX 7.1-compatible sound card * Rendering: With the full-screen mode Key Features: * Full-Screen Mode: A new full-screen mode that keeps
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